
NEWPORT CARBON TITANIUM 
Route du Rhum Launch

Aurélien Ducroz, twice freeride ski world
champion and recent Class40 world cham-
pion, is getting ready to set out to sea on 
6th November for a new challenge: the 2022 
Route du Rhum. In support of its ambassa-
dor during the legendary transatlantic indi-
vidual race, French watchmaker HERBELIN 
has designed an automatic stopwatch, the
Newport Carbon Titanium, to handle even
the most extreme conditions. The chrono-
graph, released as a limited edition of 500
numbered copies, features a regatta count-
down and promises to be a trustworthy part-
ner in pushing performance boundaries and 
encouraging you to accomplish your boldest 
dreams. With the wind at its back, this gem 
is a high-tech marvel, thanks to its materials, 
watchmaker features, and streamlined de-
sign.

HIGH TECH

With colours matching Aurélien Ducroz’s 
Class40, the HERBELIN sports watch is con-
structed with high-tech materials. It com-
bines carbon and titanium, making it both 
lightweight and resistant. 

Carbon, with its unique appearance, is re-
nowned for its extreme resistance to shocks 
and temperature variations. It brings fool-

proof solidity while being lightweight and 
comfortable on the wrist. When combined 
with titanium — which is famous for being
featherweight, extremely durable, and resis-
tant to shocks and corrosion — comfort and 
lightness are enhanced. With DLC coating
(diamond-like carbon) in this latest Newport 
(lugs, middle case, crown, pushers, screws, 
and buckle), it is built to withstand the effects 
of time. 

STREAMLINED

With a carbon forging method used in aero-
nautics, the lavish case is made of forged
carbon with its full 46.5-mm diameter. It is
mounted on a DLC-coated titanium middle 
case and is guaranteed to be fully waterproof 
for up to 300 metres. The set is secured with
five screws visible on the carbon bezel. 

The engraved dial background, which is also
made of forged carbon, shows a map of 
the ocean currents of Saint-Malo, the 2022
Route du Rhum departure city. This design is 
in harmony with the stylised hour and minute 
hands, black plated facetted hour markers 
coated with white luminescent material with 
a timer sequenced by groups of five minutes 
highlighted with a yellow border. Highly pre-
cise and perfectly visible, it also features a 
day/date double aperture within a fine yel-
low rectangle at 3 o’clock.

In line with Newport DNA, the timepiece in-
cludes central strap buckles, a porthole-style 
face, screws reminiscent of sailing boat 
winches, and a capstan wheel stamped on 
the crown. Immersed in the world of compe-
tition, this model emphasises its sporty char-
acter with its strap specifically designed to
match the watch middle with the same Pan-
tone yellow 809C as Aurélien Ducroz’s boat. 
Made of high-performance FKM elastomer
and fitted with a deployant clasp with a safety 
buckle, it carries a ten-year warranty thanks 
to its solid and high-performance material. 

WATCHMAKING

Made in close collaboration with Aurélien 
Ducroz, this chronograph is equipped with a
regatta countdown function with 15-minute 
increments. Moreover, the timer at 12 o’clock 
is especially practical for setting the pre-
defined race start time. Reflecting an overall 
design aimed at being able to read informa-
tion quickly, the chronograph’s azure blue 

back with a hatched engraving on “start” 
creates contrast for maximum clarity. The 
push-button at 2 o’clock can be used when 
the race start pistol goes off, as the yellow 
hand with white luminescent coating travels 
over three five-minute zones. While the first
two display blank indexes, the last shows five 
figures in decreasing order as a warning that 
the starting shot is about to be fired. 

This streamlined precision instrument is com-
plete with a 6-hour timer. With a central lumi-
nescent, white-tipped yellow second-hand, 
like the model’s other hands, this feature has 
been specifically designed for this limited 
edition and can count up to 12 hours.

Another nod to the Route du Rhum, each 
timer is encircled by the GPS coordinates of
the race, at noon for the start from Saint-Ma-
lo and at 6 a.m. for the finish at Pointe-à-
Pitre. Between the two, a mythical 3,542
nautical miles (6,562 kilometres) will be sailed 
by 138 sailing crew, with six vessel categories 
attempting to make the fastest time to win 
this 12th edition.

The Newport Carbon has an automatic me-
chanical movement exclusive to HERBEL-
IN. It is manufactured in Switzerland (Sel-
lita 13 ¼ SW501 BV a), oscillating at 28,800 
alternations per hour, with 25 rubies and an 
appreciable power reserve of 62 hours. Its
smoky transparent back displays a HER-
BELIN-engraved oscillating mass. Designed 
and hand-assembled, set and tested in the 
HERBELIN workshops in the Jura massif in 
Franche-Comté, it showcases a traditional 
French watchmaker’s skills passed down from 
one generation to the next since 1947. 

DISTINCTIVE SIGN

With X/500 engraved on the back of the case, 
this watch, Made in France, is now on sale
via partner retailers and in the HERBELIN 
shop, the world flagship store that has just 
opened in Paris, rue Bonaparte, right in the 
heart of Saint-Germain-des-Prés. 

The Newport Carbone Titane is a collector’s 
watch sold in a Wolf winder case. Always
on the move and ready to take on any chal-
lenge, it is the image of HERBELIN and has 
been part of the French watchmaking tradi-
tion for 75 years.
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Recommended retail price:  ........................................................................................................... € 3495,-



HERBELIN watches are on sale at Watch and Jewellery shops and department stores. 
info@herbelin.de       www.herbelin.de

Boutique HERBELIN - 58 rue Bonaparte - 75006 PARIS

Case : 
•  Forged carbon and DLC-coated titanium
•  Bezel in solid carbon
•  Anti-reflective, smoked transparent sapphire crystal exhibition case back
•  DLC-coated titanium screw-down crown, engraved with a marine wheel
•  DLC-coated titanium pushers
•  Diameter: 46.5 mm - thickness: 16.30 mm
•  Waterproof up to 300 metres
•  Limited edition of 500 numbered copies engraved X/500

Dial :
•  Black forged carbon with a back engraved with the Saint-Malo sea currents
•  Black plated index with white luminescent coating
•  Black plated hour and minute hands with white luminescent coating
•  Yellow central second-hand tipped with a white luminescent coating
•  Regatta 15-minute timer at 12 o’clock, azure with hatched “Start” engraving
•  12- hour timer at 6 o’clock with hatched black, 60-second chronometer at the centre
•  Day/date aperture at 3 o’clock

Functions :
•  Hours, minutes, seconds, day, date, chronograph, countdown timer

Strap :
•  Yellow in high-performance FKM elastomer
•  Deployant clasp with safety buckle in DLC-coated titanium

Movement : 
•  Swiss automatic, exclusive to Michel Herbelin (Sellita 13 ¼ SW501 BV a)
•  25 rubies, 28,800 a/h
•  Oscillating mass engraved HERBELIN in rounded finish
•  62-hour power reserve

DESCRIPTION

NEWPORT CARBON TITANIUM

288CTN14CY
€ 3,499

WOLF 
Watch Winder

Founded in the last century by Mi-
chel Herbelin, the brand is a tra-
ditional French watchmaking firm, 
family-run and independent, esta-
blished in Charquemont, in Haut-
Doubs, on the Swiss border. It is in 
the heart of the Fine Watchmaking 
region, close to its main suppliers 
for tight control over production 
with its design studio within its 
workshops, where the watches are 
assembled. Beautifully crafted in 
a price range from €300 to €3,000, 
these timepieces are equipped ex-
clusively with Swiss movements. In 
2021, annual production reached 
85,000 watches distributed among 
3,000 retailers in 50 countries. 

This Jura-based company is built 
on 75 years of skills and heritage 
and has grown as a family com-
pany; a passion passed down over 
three generations since 1947. Since 
2020, the company has been ma-
naged by four members of the 
younger generation: Maxime and 
Mathieu Herbelin, grandsons of the 
founder, and two members of the 
heart of the “Herbelin family”: Cé-
dric Gomez-Montiel and Benjamin 
Theurillat.

On its 75th anniversary, cele-
brated in 2022, the company has 
highlighted its new identity based 
on the ambition of further promo-
ting the elegance, refinement, and 
skills of French watchmaking. This 
ambition has one name and one 
name only: HERBELIN. That same 
year, the brand opened its first wor-
ld flagship in Paris, at 58 rue Bo-
naparte, right in the heart of Saint-
Germain-des-Prés.

About
HERBELIN . . . 
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